Motivations and Attitudes: An Empirical Study on DIY (Do-It-Yourself) Consumers in Hungary
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Abstract: The market for homemade and handcrafted items has expanded significantly in recent years. Related activities range from community-supported agricultural activities, tinkering at home, renovating our houses, design elements, and defining space in the world of gastronomy and fashion as well, and it extends to cover many other activities, where the “producers” also double up as the consumers. The number of scientific analyses in Hungarian language dealing with this subject is very low and no deep empirical results (interviews, questionnaires, ethnographic analyses, etc.) to support our scientific experience exist yet. The purpose of this study is first to review the terminology issued and difficulties that are related to this phenomenon, and, based on the results of a questionnaire survey, and secondly to explore the motivations of DIYers and the attitudes behind their actions. In our study, we mean on Do-It-Yourself (DIY)—in line with the vast majority of literature—all activities, services, and products, which is implemented by own hands not under industrial circumstances. The target group of the online questionnaire survey was the people that are involved in DIY. The questionnaire was shared by a decorator and her DIY Facebook page (“Juditu”) on 3 October 2017. The size of the relevant sample was 270. The research questionnaire was built up from a demographic part, a part that is related to general DIY activity, and a part that sought to find the motivation of DIY members. The practice of DIY activities might be linked more to the personality and creativity; so, the group can be more homogeneously described along the common personality traits than by demographic variables. Among the motivations of DIYers the economic one (saving money) is not the most dominant. Analyses by interpretative index categories confirmed the hypothesis that it is difficult to separate one motivational force from the other; in many cases, one catalysing force generates the other, thus a complex multifactorial motivational set dominates the study target group. From the three groups, which were identified by analysing the motivations, in two groups those individuals are dominant, which use DIY activities to express their own inner world, and for whom spending time creatively, making something alone and for themselves, and creating something useful and valuable, is very important. These results were novel and, naturally, they can be perfect starting points of further studies because of the intactness of the research topic.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Symbolism of Consumption

In the 1970s and 80s, the theories that were related to consumer society postulated the theorem that new and growing consumer demand were one of the most important reasons for the dynamism of the economic phenomenon, known as the Industrial Revolution and the emergence of mass society.
According to Pierre Bourdieu [1], “the specific economic differences double by the way the commodities are used or, in other words, by differences in consumption, and even more in symbolic consumption. Symbolic consumption transforms goods into signs, transforms differences of fact into meaningful differentiation or values, preferring the appearance and form of actions or objects over their functions. It assigns value to the differences by attributing greater importance to the mode, activity, or the object’s form than to its function. Consequently, those differences are the most prestigious, which symbolize the place that is occupied by the consumer in the social structure” [1]. Baudrillard describes consumption in a similar manner; he regards it as a conscious social expression. He believes that consumption is the virtual sum of all objects and messages that are thus more or less transformed into “spoken words”. Consumption, whenever it has meaning, therefore, becomes the activity of signal manipulation [2].

At the same time, consumption can be interpreted as a culture by the expression of the value system and the ethics [3]. Consumers buy not only commodities, but also accept patterns of choice and happiness that are relayed by advertisements. Individuals are encouraged to find the key to their personal well-being in commodities, and they perceive even their own self as a commodity. People can sell not only their labor and knowledge, but also their self-image as personality [4,5]. The above-described consumer theories and thoughts are closely related to each other, with the main themes pointing towards consumer activity, which, as an increasingly dynamic means of self-expression, becomes a symbol of varying quality (whether positive or negative). These phenomena are associated with a certain group of consumers who are eagerly looking for experiences. In Schulze’s Experience Society, entertainment became a stand-alone industry, and the media realized that its most powerful potential is not to satisfy a person’s desire for experience—but to create and nourish it permanently. In the context of the consumer activities that are associated with symbolic consumption, therefore, it is necessary to distinguish craftsmen acting “encouraged by the presence of real values” from the people who want only to be part of a “trendy” Do-It-Yourself (DIY) group, even in the case of present study, which symbolizes something different and larger than their real selves. This difference must be reflected by the sociological concept most related to our study [6].

The lifestyle test examines “the activities selected under given social conditions and relative freedom, and places the preferences related to them as the focus of its investigations” [7]. Lifestyle is part of the way of life and consumer activity is the result of lifestyle and “free choices” set by one’s financial situation. This free choices reflects the individual’s taste, preference, and value perspective, but can be compromised by free choices, circumstances, and specific situations. A DIY activity involves self-expression and self-realization, but, in many cases, the primary motivation is simple economic, driven by cost-cutting intentions and other motivations are only secondary, when starting such an activity.

Of course, not only DIY products or services can give satisfaction or self-sufficiency for consumers. Industrial products could also fulfill the requirements of complacency, like large quantity and timely delivery or high quality and environmentally friendly production. Industrial product manufacturers can also provide customisation according to the specific needs of customers (like product labelling or packaging) or excellent customer service and technical support. The difference are on the focus of the before-mentioned motivations and lifestyle [8].

No matter the interpretation of the handcraft culture, it is getting increasingly popular, gaining more ground. DIY and self-service consumer markets are growing steadily [9]. In 2013, the value of the global DIY market was 31,9 billion UDS and 2018 reached 43,7 billion USD [10]. In Hungary, the sales of DIY materials have increased over the six-year period, with 2017 producing approximately 83.9 billion HUF (~280,000USD) in sales for the sector [11]. The first international DIY store appeared in Hungarian market 34 years ago. The leading DIY retailers in Hungary are currently Bauhaus, OBI, Praktiker, and IKEA. The target groups of DIY stores in Hungary are various. The first, which takes 75% of sales, are called “home creators” who look for solutions to their renovation, decoration, and building problems, and they are open to carry out the implementation themselves either for financial
barriers or creativity reasons. This group is the main target of the marketing activity of all DIY market chains, as they are the followers of “you can do it with us” concept.

The second target group whose hoppy is DIY are interested in all technical novelties and they prefer to buy the newest tools or facilities for hobby activities. Men mainly represent this group and it accounts for approximately 10–15% of total sales.

The smallest group is professionals who mainly make their purchases from wholesalers or directly from the factory. They visit DIY stores only occasionally, when they suddenly run out of a material [12].

The description and understanding of these types of activities, processes, and subcultures are also aimed at understanding the microcosm of the present consumer world, which can be part of the combination of real value creation and “over-consumption”. In our opinion, motivational power, which causes action, has a strong catalytic role and if these positive, dynamic processes are interpreted in scientific research, they can shift the young generations’ “passive culture” towards activity.

1.2. Possible Definitions for the DIY Concept

It was mentioned in the previous chapter that there are many processes in progress nowadays, through which valuable and useful sociological and social psychological interpretations could be formulated about consumers. Mostly the English language literature deals with handicraft culture and with the description of the DIY type activities; in Hungarian literature regarding sociology of consumption, we do not really find definitions, limited and differentiated interpretations of concepts. During a superficial examination of concepts, we might mention expressions with synonymous meaning, but we can perceive the shaded differences and the different attributes with a deeper understanding.

The term “DO-IT-YOURSELF” appeared in 1912 for the first time in literature [13] and primarily referred to activities carried out by non-professional practitioners involved in home improvement and maintenance [14]. Wolf and McQuitty [15] define DIY as an activity in which the individual creates, composes, recreates, or rebuilds objects while using non-processed or semi-processed materials. In DIY activities the self-sufficiency, craftsmanship, freely chosen simple naturalness are the most important aspects. According to Bateson [16] and Dabholkar [17], self-sufficiency can be described as a DIY behaviour, but DIY is characterized by greater self-sufficiency. With self-sufficiency, the customer’s waiting time is shortened, the service provider is relieved of the delivery tasks, and the consumer can access to products and services cheaper and more conveniently. At the same time, DIY activities require more effort from the consumer and they are not necessarily dependent on costs. If we compare them with craftsmanship, we can conclude that the creation of handcrafted produces requires more resources and more invested work [15]. The “mission” of both craftsmanship and volunteered naturalness aims to circumvent the traditional markets, to keep processes under control, and to try to disengage from the institutional systems of commerce, to some extent. Besides the rational, economic motivations described above, there are many reasons why the consumer starts doing DIY activities: spending free time in a useful and creative way, the feeling of success after a well-executed project, or perhaps a sense of self-identity can also catalyze the consumer. The research findings of Wolf and McQuitty [18] have shown that individuals who start DIY activities consider the market as a medium that determines for the consumer which products to produce for themselves and which are the ones that they need to buy. If the goods prove to be too expensive, inadequate, or unavailable for some reason in market conditions, then consumers have to produce them themselves. Thus, market conditions, the structure, and distribution of the consumer market have great influence on the actions of people with certain behaviour marks. The lack of goods, the low quality of services or limited access to the products and services are common causes; however, we do not exclude other possible causes, such as having fun during working or expressing one’s [15].

In conclusion, we can say that the boundary of DIY is very flexible, in our study we mean on DIY—in line with the vast majority of literature—all activities, services, and products, which is implemented by own hands not under industrial circumstances [19,20].
Motivation Analyses, Approaches

Theoretical scientific works on the motivations of DIY activities describe two approaches. In one of the approaches, which is actually a pragmatic interpretation of processes, DIY activity is a process that results from an economic motivation that the consumer needs to do or the consumer chooses to accomplish. In the other view, consumption is interpreted in a more abstract, theoretical plane, contradicting each other at least three times. The first “mode” considers DIY activity as a rational and necessary choice; in this reading, the added value of one’s home can be increased by performing workflows. The examination of Brodersen [21] in Denmark reveals that DIYs consider their houses, apartments, and premises as business investments; they are also committed to active actions and renovations while also naturally calculating the payback period of their costs. By contrast, Littlewood and Munro’s 1996 survey argued that the primary motivation of people that are involved in DIY activities is not to increase the market value of the property, but rather the comfort of living space [22]. Interpretations in the second group report that, in many cases, the DIYers is an impressionable person that is influenced by the media, whose “anxiety” of this type is highly assisted by retailers.

In the recent past, popular media content, blogs, TV shows, Facebook groups, and Pinterest’s endless ideas provoked faded excitements in humans [23]. In many cases, people are responding to pressure from society: be “special” or “unique”. Additionally, although not necessarily everyone wants to be unique, the membership requirement is in fact uniqueness or at least looking unique. This interpretation, therefore, focuses on the manipulation and the maintenance of social illusion. The third subtype of the theoretical aspect emphasizes the symbolic expression of identity [24,25]. Research by Woodward [26] shows that, in many cases, home is a symbol of aesthetic idealism and DIY enthusiasts often realize themselves or the image they desire—using their home and apartment as a tool [27]. The approaches that are outlined above are empirically justified, but their occurrence, in the uniform manner described, is not really lifelike. The current research opines that a differentiated, complex, and mixed motivational set characterizes the DIY group of people, who, based on these motivations, can be discussed as a homogeneous group by their demographic characteristics at best. Earlier analyses of people that are involved in DIY focused more on the distribution of income relationships behind economic motivation, and not as much on the fact that, in many cases, complementary, hypothesized, and interlinked economic and recreational motives are difficult to distinguish.

1.3. Characterising the Handicraft Culture

The meaning of the concept of “craft culture” in the Hungarian and English languages is not similar: in the Hungarian language, craftsmanship, and culture is primarily organized around nutrition and folk craftsmen, and its only in recent years that the concept’s semantic range has been observed to be widening. Nowadays, this concept embraces a broad spectrum of activities related to lifestyle, in which, the marks of human (often consumer) handwork can be found to some extent and in certain quality. Colin Campbell [28] describes handicraft culture in detail, the author presents artisanal activity as not an unconscious, undemanding, passive work process, but as a series of actions that creates an artwork from a lifeless object by giving it a new meaning [29]. The action itself is about not only possession, but style and ritual. Craftwork is a cultural practice in which the mode is greatly emphasized. The creators participate in production and consumption with their full personality; they are present not in an excluded, controlling manner; they are not outsiders in the consumption process, but they are moved by their emotions and knowledge towards the activity.

The essence of the definition of Campbell can be summarised, as follows: first, it is an authentic process and, due to its creative aspect, it is very close to human nature and it reflects the traditions, rituals, and their reintegration (criticism of the virtual world, both from an individual and a social point of view). Secondly, the basis for this activity is the exploitation of creativity and playfulness. In addition, the individual (mostly) uses a set of manual skills to initiate an activity, which he or she is the creator of, but its user is somebody else or the creator is also the user. In the latter case, the personal control of the consumer is continuous. Further to these, the possession (and nurturing) also has a
ritual; in order for someone to feel the object, the objects must assimilate to their environment that is; personalisation (the intention of object personalization is observable, and the consumer can choose, decide, and plan, and it can imbue its own personality into the object), customization, and subversive customization. The experience of personality, in the case selling also occurs, depends on the experience of the receiver (if the creator and the consumer are the same person, the sense of personality is natural) and, lastly, that handcrafting can also be mass production [28].

Social Critical Attitudes Regarding Craftsmanship

In Pierre Bourdieu’s opinion, the presence of cultural capital is a guarantee of the authentic expression of self-realization. The presence of cultural capital forms the style and the value perspective. Cultural capital is a tool in the process, in which an enthusiastic, active consumer fights the homogenization of alienating mass culture [30,31]. Why is this phenomenon popular today? On the one hand, handcrafting is a very powerful social criticism that the artist can outweigh a lot of things. In many cases, it is the “compensation” of reality, as there is a growing demand for an own, personal, controllable processes. The creative process offers a range of possibilities, which also serve as tools. The products are embodiments of the value that is added by the individual, and it is expressed with sincerity, and the process creates the consumer’s own “oasis”, in which “the green life” is their own personality without any kind of mask, without the expectation and fake role interpretations. The activity generates its market for itself [32], and it functions as a hobby, a recreational, renewable resource that is completely different than the world of work. Surveys show that the active participants of craft culture are primarily middle-class and educated individuals who are experiencing a de-professionalization process in their workplace, due to the growing bureaucracy and lack of competence and systemic approach.

In other words, work does not bring the expected values and experiences to the people. As a result, people are retreating into a world based on their own mindset and self-expression, where, according to their own rules, there is an infinite number of independent and creative ways of expression. If the world is not suitable for them, they will actively create it for themselves. This social group has a strong sense of duty and can create a distinctive cultural value through their own value sets and traditions, based upon their taste, sense of beauty, authenticity, freedom, and personal expression [28], or their illusion.

DIY activities also have meaning in terms of sustainability. On the one hand, DIY activities contribute to social sustainability with traditionalism. Open workshops provide the possibility of presenting the former professions for current audience. As for economic sustainability, DIY improves the local employment and gives opportunity for additional source of income contributing to the welfare of local community. As far as environmental sustainability is concerned, DIY helps in the reusing of waste, rest, and byproducts.

2. Materials and Methods

The following hypotheses were set for the research:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The group of DIYers can be described along demographic variables as a homogeneous group.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Among the motivations of DIYers the economic one (saving money) is not the most dominant.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The motivations behind the activities of the DIYers can be characterised as a complex motivational set, in which the individual motivation types are difficult to distinguish, and they complement each other, being related to different fields of life (such as the material sphere, recreation and personality).
Hypothesis 4 (H4). Within the group of DIYers, those individuals will be the majority, who use the activity to express their own inner world, and it is very important for them to make a useful product by themselves, in creative ways.

The H1 hypothesis was created due to none of the existing research demographically describing the target group. Significant research deals with the motivational set, the description of the activity itself, or its symbolic meanings. It is not clear whether they refer to homogeneous or differentiated groups. Based on the DIY communities’ presence in social media, other virtual platforms, and offline Hungarian media, the research assumed that these demographic variables would have similar distribution amongst the study population.

The objective of the H2 hypothesis is to refute Brodersen’s [21] Danish study, because the hypothesis (H2) of the current study is that economic motivation cannot be emphasized, even though it might be important in saving money, but it is not the most important catalyst of DIY motivation. The three main directions that are described in the theory [21,23–25] cannot be isolated, they are not independent completely in each DIY activity, but they are present rather in a blended, intertwined, and complementary way (H3). In this regard, the current study assumes (H4) that the DYI subculture can be characterized and described with the help of Campbell’s [28] theory: a creative authentic process in which the need for personalization is coupled with the love of creation.

The target group of the online questionnaire survey were the people involved in DIY. During the sampling, the research sought to find easy-to-reach subjects, so the most obvious one was to reach a test population, which—in any way—would certainly be connected to DIY. Accordingly, a decorator and her DIY Facebook page shared the questionnaire (“Juditu”) on 3 October 2017. The site has 28,682 likes and it plays a major role in Hungarian DIY culture. We mainly come across home design and home DIY solutions on the site and related blog. Judit Varga as a DIY blogger for home decor has been running this site for almost 10 years. The demographics of the site’s visitors are well represented by the sample. While 71% of the respondents are women with a university degree (96%), the pattern is heterogeneous in terms of occupation and income situation. The size of the relevant sample was 270. The research questionnaire consisting of 16 questions and containing mostly closed questions was built up from a demographic part, a part related to general DIY activity, and a part that sought to find the motivation of DIY members (Table 1).

Table 1. Parameters of the questionnaire survey (n = 270).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire Questions</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Highest level of education</th>
<th>Current occupation, work activity</th>
<th>Number of persons living in the household</th>
<th>Net income</th>
<th>Reason(s) joining the Juditu’s DIY site</th>
<th>Meaning of DIY word for respondents</th>
<th>Main motivations for making DIY activity</th>
<th>Reason(s) of starting DIY activity</th>
<th>Making home-made objects or doing this type of activity</th>
<th>What other similar blogs or pages are the respondents following</th>
<th>Range of DIY activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation of DIY members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General DIY activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [33].

The questionnaire’s demographical questions focused on the characteristics general variables that describe the DIYers and they were aimed at supporting or rejecting the H1 hypothesis. The research tried to operationalize the studies of Wolf and McQuitty [16] and endeavored to obtain an overview
on what a DIY activity is; what the respondents meant by DIY and what types of activities were associated with the phenomenon. The research employed a set of questions on theoretical literatures, such as Crewe [24], Dowling [25], Woodward [26], or Clarke [27], etc., which emphasized economy, practicality, and consumerism as dummies to DIY to study the motivation behind the DIY activity. The operationalization of Campbell’s theory was carried out in the other half of the questions. The authentic study of this community, mostly through social media channels, has been going on for a long time, so independent questions from the observations were included in the questionnaire.

The research used the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 to process the questionnaire database. The descriptive statistics (frequency, average, standard deviation) were used for a general evaluation of the questionnaire, while cross-tabulation analysis was employed in exploring deeper relationships and testing the first two hypotheses (H1, H2). The researcher examined how respondents could be characterized as a homogeneous or differentiated group in terms of their demographic characteristics, and the type of motivations behind the phenomenon of DIY activity. The relationship between the variables (demographic issues, closed questions) was tested with the help of Pearson’s Chi-square, and the strength of the relationship was tested with the following association coefficients: Cramer’s V, Gamma, etc. The main component and cluster analysis method were used to test the third (H3) and fourth (H4) hypotheses. The research endeavored to identify clusters that are based on the motivations behind the DIY activity and also focused the characteristics and features that the different clusters have. The principle component analysis was used to reduce the number of variables (Table 2) and cluster analysis was performed with the established factors (Table 3). In processing the results, the researcher tried to reveal dependency relationships between the different criteria by using cross-tabulation analysis. Cross-tabulation analysis was also used to identify deeper relationships.

Table 2. Motivations behind Do-It-Yourself (DIY) activities, according to the survey results ($n = 270$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Dispersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Because it makes me feel satisfied if my work has a successful result</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.4146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I like trying out new things and to learn new skills</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>0.4268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because the success I feel from the object I create and the process itself inspires to make new things, to do new activities</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.4805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I can create objects the perfect size and style</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.6285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I can express myself through these objects and projects</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.6189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I like to say it to others proudly: “I made it myself”</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.7785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I could not find in the shops what I was looking for</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.7563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I like to challenge my limits</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.7842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because this way I can save money</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.6752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because this way I can make sure of the quality of the product</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.7593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because it is very important for me to create something unique</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.8122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I was inspired by TV shows, Facebook pages and blogs to do something similar</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.7870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I like to boast to others with my work</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.7678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because the products and the work process is of higher quality than what I can get in the shops</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.6509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I could not find a satisfactory professional</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.6885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because I have a bad experience regarding professionals (quality, reliability)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.6541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because it is popular</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.4601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1—It does not motivate me at all, 2—It somewhat motivates me, 3—It strongly motivates me.

Source: [33].
Table 3. Main motivations behind DIY activities ($n = 270$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotated Principle Component Matrix</th>
<th>Names of Principle Component</th>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Principle Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal motivation, self-expression</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because the success I feel from the object I create and the process itself inspires to make new things, to do new activities</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because it makes me feel satisfied if my work has a successful result</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I like trying out new things and to learn new skills</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I can express myself through these objects and projects</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distrust and financial reasons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I have a bad experience regarding professionals (quality, reliability)</td>
<td>−0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I could not find a satisfactory professional</td>
<td>−0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because the products and the work process is of higher quality than what I can get in the shops</td>
<td>−0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because this way I can save money</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pride and following trends</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I like to boast to others with my work</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I was inspired by TV shows, Facebook pages and blogs to do something similar</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I like to say it to others proudly: “I made it myself”</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because it is popular</td>
<td>−0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I could not find in the shops what I was looking for</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I can create objects the perfect size and style</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenge, uniqueness and quality assurance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I like to challenge my limits</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because it is very important for me to create something unique</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because this way I can make sure of the quality of the product</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principle component analyses with Varimax rotation (KMO = 0.667; explained variance 62.4%).

Source: [33].

The variables were organized into factors along the conditions provided by the correlation matrix, Anti-image matrix, Measure of Sampling Adequacy, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Criterion, and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity. For the rotation of the factor weight matrix, the Varimax rotation was used, and the K-centre method was used for cluster analysis [34]. In the analysis of open questions, in accordance with the methodology of qualitative research [35], the research first made the qualitative data grouping and arrangement. The basis for the grouping and the criteria of
the comparison were, on the one hand, the hypotheses; on the other hand, the index categories, by which the research applied to either confirm or reject research assumptions. The interpretative index categories, which were created from the researcher’s point of view, were used to help index the data, and analyze with the same filter, due to the identical reference content.

3. Results

3.1. Examining the Sample

3.1.1. Basic Distributions

The number of respondents was 277, of which the number of relevant responses was 270. 96% of respondents are women, one-third of whom are mothers staying at home with their children. Figure 1 shows the age distribution of the sample:

![Figure 1. The distribution of respondents based on age categories (%) (n = 270); Source: [33].](image)

Regarding the age group, nearly one-third of the sample was 31–40 years old and another third of the respondents were between 21 and 30 years. The range of 41 to 50-year-olds, who account for 18% of respondents, is also decisive. With respect to the level of education, it can be stated that respondents with a higher education degree (71%) were the majority and their DIY activities are very versatile. The researcher was also curious about the current occupation of the respondents and thus included open-ended questions in the questionnaire. A high percentage of the respondents were women, mothers staying home with children, designers, who carried out some aspect of creative work, but the presence of administrative workers (pharmacy assistant, bank employee, etc.), who do not have many opportunities to use creativity in their daily work, was also significant. Overall, it was clear from the responses that the nature of the work is not really relevant to the characterization of the group; the researcher opines that it might be more dependent on the personality, and with the presence or lack of opportunities for creativity. 90% of the respondents stated that their living environment, the geographic position of their homes (for example, being in rural or urban areas), and the size of their home towns does not related at all with whether somebody is involved in DIY, or not.

3.1.2. Characterising the Group

Before characterising the group, this next section summarises the reasons behind popularity of Judit’s DIY Facebook blog page. The site usually provides the followers with different types of information. On the one hand, numerous DIY techniques can be found that encourages visitors to the activity. Good practices help them in the page to orientate visitors and offer them ideas of DIY. Comments and blogs are the field of sharing point of views, programs, experiences, and results. What
the respondents liked the most in the blog was its creative ideas that inspired people, and that it was easy to understand and follow. Additionally, it contains quality content. Many thought that the blogger had an attractive personality; friendly and credible; the videos have positive messages; and, that the topics dealt with were always fresh and new. The best response to characterise this blog among others was perhaps the following:

“Fine, powder-like, sweet, but not sugary-glazed. Homely, pleasant, and although our style does not match, I like her naturalness and the website’s friendly atmosphere. Her ideas are easy to recreate for anyone. Unambiguous and recognizable . . .”

The charm of Judit’s personality was “outstanding” from the other “bloggers”, because although there was a well-defined, sociometrically measurable community relationship formed with regularly visiting reference people, with blogs and other sites (most visitors of her page also follow the following pages: Otthonkommandó, Merci-Ancsa dekor, Kicsi Ház, Térkultúra, Pinterest, Lakbear, Pure Design by Bardoczeva), their undeniable favourite was Judit. One of the reasons for this might be attributed to the fact that this decorator showed a number of interesting videos and encouraged visitors to the activity. Thus, this active group was characterized by a desire to create, and they can be categorized by their activities, as follows in Figure 2. As we mentioned in Section 1.1., target groups of DIY stores in Hungary are various and represented the respondents who answered the questionnaire. 79% of the were “home creators”, who look for solutions to their renovation, decoration, and building problems. A further 16% accounts for DIYers who are interested in all technical novelties and that prefer to buy the newest tools or facilities for hobby activities. 5% of respondents are professionals who mainly make their purchases from wholesalers or directly from the factory in occasions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Yes (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applying wallpapers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnitures renovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home renovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior painting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary experiments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusing/repairing used products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewing, handcrafting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making decorations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Which activities have you ever done from the following list? (Multiple answers can be chosen!) (n = 270); Source: [33].

Practically every respondent has made smaller objects (99%) and many of them practice a great deal of recycling or handcrafting (90%). The majority of the participants are keen on culinary experiments and house and furniture renovation (72%). Gardening was a common answer with more than half (56%) of the sample, and one-third of the respondents apply wallpapers (33%). More difficult tasks around the house (15%) and repairing their own cars (10%) were not preferred by the respondents.

After discussing the group’s opinion leaders and basic activities, it is important when characterizing a group to examine how group members define their activities. The purpose of this question was to explore the activities, values, and qualities that the respondents associate with the DIY concept. When identifying a group’s identity, this is one of the most important components. An open-ended
question was deliberately formulated and the interpretative index categories were used to analyse the answers. The research did not create a category for creativity, because it was assumed as a basic point for such activities. The researcher’s assumption was verified by three-quarters of the answers, in different forms, mentioned creativity.

Based on the hypotheses, the following categories were created: focusing the autonomous and unique activity carried out by the individual; process-centric behaviour, the need for self-realisation; reusing; the need for appreciation, personalisation; complex motivations; and, critical attitude, as described in the ensuing paragraphs.

Focusing on the Autonomous and Unique Activity Carried Out by the Individual

From the motivational aspects that were discussed earlier, the third type was the one that appears in the responses as the most dominant one. This direction proves the symbolic expression of the identity [24,25]. The research results can be connected to the findings of Woodward [26] the most, because, in many cases, the home symbolises an aesthetical ideal and DIY enthusiasts very often try to realise their own ideas in their homes [27]:

“What I love best in it is that nobody will have the same advent wreath, painted shelf, cushion, and jewel case like me. If I look at one of the objects, I always remember that I made it myself, so I appreciate it much more than if I bought it in a shop.”

“I’m sure I am making something that cannot be bought in a shop and it feels much better to have something created in your home, than buying it from a shop. I have more pleasure from it.”

“Do-it-yourself, which means that the product you create can be yours. So, it is a very unique product that you can love more than what you can get from the market. Plus, spending time in a good way and with a good company.”

“What I love best is that I can make every object with my own hands and knowledge. Everything is my work and everything I make is has my personality in it.”

Process-centric Behaviour, the Need for Self-Realisation

According to Miller [29], handcrafting is not an unconscious, mindless, passive work process, but as a series of actions that creates an artwork from a lifeless object by giving it a new meaning. The action itself is about not only possession, but style, and the ritual itself. The views from the respondents below prove this statement:

“What I like is the process itself, and that when I finish the work, our house becomes decorated. I made something with my own hands. I like spending time on it and the creation process is beautiful.”

“Creation is what I like! It feels great creating something myself. (Unfortunately, the object is sometimes prettier in my head than the result . . .)”

“I love all of it, starting from gathering inspiration and planning to buying materials and finishing it. The results speak for themselves.)”

The respondents support those theoretical notions, which state that handcrafting is a cultural practice, in which the way, the mode is in focus. The creators also take part with their full personalities in creation and consumption; they are not outsiders, controllers, and they do not only watch things happening from above. Instead, they approach creation with their emotions and knowledge.

“I like . . . ] the process (the creative process), planning, caring about what you do and the results as well, and the experience, which is to create something physical (unlike in my day job, when it is only virtual). I can touch and hold the result of my work in my hand, and I am happy to use it later”
“…, that I can create something; I do not only buy something from a shop and that’s it, but I make something myself. I put effort in it. By doing so, I do something actively. It is like cycling to work; it is not like travelling on a bus or train, when I just get on it, and passively wait, but actively taking part in getting from point A to point B. DIY is just the same.”

“It is an exciting, creative way of expressing myself, which I can do by immersing in it, and which makes the time spent on it interesting. When I look at the result of my work, I feel satisfaction and I can think back about what I felt during the time I made it.”

“A creation made by your own hands. This sentence summarises all the reasons behind why I like it.”

In terms of emotional manifestations, the word “happiness” expresses best the quality the respondents associate with creation, so much so that it became the most commonly used word:

“Creating is recreation. The result of the work is a source of happiness for me and for others, if I give it to somebody as a gift.”

“The happiness during creation. It makes me feel relaxed. I create things for someone else mostly, so the happiness of giving also plays an important role in it.”

In addition to the horizons of enjoyment and joy, respondents often mention that, during the activity, one can completely “turn off” the outside world by creating a positive, relaxing, and captivating atmosphere:

“Most importantly, it makes me feel relaxed and I can be creative by it. That fact that I will not see anything similar […] to what I make […] in my environment motivates me.”

“I love using the untapped creative energies inside me and also to create something that reflects my personality; something that is unique and unrepeatable. Creating makes me relaxed, entertained and cheers me up; it can balance out failures of my life.”

“Creation makes me feel relaxed and happy.”

“Creating, self-expressing, immersion and handcrafting—these are my natural needs, which I cannot satisfy in my everyday life.”

Campbell [28] stated that handcrafting offers a wide range of opportunities as a creative process. Creations express value addition (from the creator or individuals) with honesty and without any falsity:

“Creating through expressing our soul, style; getting to know ourselves as deeply as possible, great recreation opportunity and it is great to see the fruit of my work and my own improvement …”

“An extension of the self, un- and repacking the self, transformation, creation, fantasy, calmness, giving happiness for others and for myself. Walking away from the everyday life. Self-expression and creativity since I was a child.”

These statements show self-reflection and they clearly support that expressing one’s identity and self-realisation through various creative ways are perhaps the most important aspects of DIY. As one of the respondents summarised it: “… the main point of DIY is myself …”

It was also Campbell [28] who stated that DIY is able to become an important field in the process of de-professionalization, and therefore, a tool: immersion, a meaningful goal and carrying out of tasks can sometimes really make the enthusiasts fly above their “green oasis”:

“Whatever I make, I can fully immerse in the process, so it has some kind of therapeutic aspect, and it also improves my handcrafting skills and my aesthetic sense.”

“It helps my individual values to surface, and to use my surplus energy to do something useful.”
(Re)using

The need for reusing something appeared in a dominant way in the responses. Actually, it can be concluded that one of the most important attributes was none other than aesthetically or functionally transforming an existing object in a new way and environment, based on the ideas of DIYers. In this case, besides the reinterpretation, the function of usefulness also appears as well, but also the notion of saving money:

“Creativity and endless possibilities. Reusing things, materials, old gadgets. To save old things and to give them new functions.”

“Experiencing my own creativity, based on my value set which I developed during my life. We do not throw away what is still useful, or if it cannot be used for its original purpose, we must find new possibilities.”

“What I like the best about it is that, on the one hand, very often old and unused things, sometimes waste can be reused as modern decoration, as a useful object; on the other hand, this way I can create objects which are unique and they cannot be found in other people’s homes.”

“For me it means old objects reborn in new form. Mostly I renovate old furniture, because it is such a good feeling to work on an old and outdated piece of furniture and when I finish I get a new one, so I do not have to throw it out.”

The Need for Appreciation, Personalisation

The need for appreciation is related to identity and self-expression. Not predominantly, but as compared to the expected results, many respondents stated that they take pride in creating something, and it is related to the need for appreciation from others:

“I made it with my own hands. I am so happy the get compliments for it, and when they ask me where I bought it)”

“I like it when somebody compliments my work, and then they are surprised to find that it was made by me.”

“The result that is admired by everybody . . . .”

When a respondent states that they feel satisfaction by working on their projects, it suggests that their personality is balanced. The DIY object, in this frame of reference, is a very important tool that strengthens positive self-evaluation:

“I like making bigger or smaller things at home. I love tinkering, too. I like it when I can tell about the created object that it was made by me. Either it is for myself, or as a gift.”

Campbell [28] states that possessing as well as nurturing something has its own ritual; the object must assimilate to its environment in order for someone to feel that the object belongs to them. Accordingly, customisation (the creator intends to customise the object, and they make the choices, the decision, they design it, and they imbue their own personalities in the object) is a very important part of the creation process, and it is often reflected by the answers of the respondents:

“Realising my own ideas, creating custom objects to fit to my home.”

“It means creating my own ideas with my own hands, and to give new “life” to objects.”

“I can customise the objects in my flat, based on my own needs, and I can make them unique and they also make me relaxed.”

“Do it yourself!! I can transform things to my own image.”
Complex Motivations

Interconnected motivations appeared in many responses, so all of them could practically be highlighted. Here are two examples:

“It makes me feel relaxed and happy to know that I am able to create something new that I like, and I can also save money with it. I can turn the “Ugly Duckling into the Beautiful Swan”.

“If I need something, instead of going to the nearest supermarket, I utilise my own creativity and make that something for myself. Of course, I cannot and do not want to make toilet paper for myself, but if I need a box for example, I can make it from used cardboard. If I want to decorate my flat with new furniture, I try to find an old one for a lower price and I renovate it. It makes me happy that it will become the result of my hands’ work, and it is just like how I want it to be, and also I can save money.”

Critical Voice, Attitude

Critical voices were only a few among the responses. There were only two statements, which support the second group of DIY motivation-related interpretations. This interpretation views the DIY enthusiast as a media-influenced, forced and impressionable person, whose anxiety is further strengthened by retailers [23].

“The expression DIY itself is irritating to me. It is a by-product of a new generation of social media and consumer society that has become so popular, although even in a producer society, the individual himself made/recycled a large part of his possessions, without trying to be “cool”, because humans are creator beings; the joy of creation and the desire for creation and the opportunity for development/learning have always been part of man—I love it myself—and a real creative man does not treat their creations as DIY projects. I think the expression itself is the most popular for young people below 40, but it opened up new markets . . .”

“Find it funny, that nowadays we call homemade flower plates, painted Easter eggs small things made as school projects as DIY. Furthermore, I do not think it is necessary to use English expression, when we are perfectly capable of expression ourselves in our mother tongue, in Hungarian.”

3.1.3. Motivations, attitudes

It was a very important element to ask the respondents about the items in Table 2 since the main objective of the study was to explore the motivations. As below, with respective results.

The distribution of responses to the closed questions in the questionnaire contradicted many answers to the open questions about DIY. The highest averages revealed that it is important for the respondents that they feel a satisfaction during the creative process and they can engage in new activities by learning and practicing new skills. The dimensions of self-expression and creation, although emphasized, was not as much compared to the open questions; however, customization showed a very high average for this question when compared to the answers to the open questions. Saving money, social media platform, and patterns relayed from media also appear more significantly during these questions, although it must not be forgotten that the way the questions were asked strongly influenced the content of the answers (e.g., open vs. closed questions).

The 17 variables that were involved in the study were observed to be very suitable for principle component analysis, based on the KMO value (0.667) and the significant Bartlett test. Table 3 indicates the factor structure created, which was the basis of the cluster analysis.

The DIY community was tested by the principle component and cluster analysis can be segmented by the members’ motivations. However, it must be noted that these clusters cannot be separated from each other clearly; therefore, differences must be carefully observed. Based on that, three clusters were identified, and their characteristics (based on the principle component analysis) are illustrated in Figure 3.
The first cluster contains 116 respondents, for whom it was very vital to challenge their limits and create unique objects, because this way they will be the only ones owning such products, and they can also be sure about the quality: they can also choose the materials for themselves, the form, and the unique functions. For this group, internal motivation, boasting with the created objects, belonging to a trendy subculture and the joy of self-expression are very important. For the 92 respondents belonging to the second cluster, it was a very significant motivation to create objects according to their own style, which they cannot buy in shops. They can create the objects that are based on their own needs and taste. Internal motivation and self-expressing were not as dominant when compared to the first cluster, but it was still significant. The third cluster contains 62 respondents, and they were those typical DIYers, who are disappointed in the quality and reliability of services provided by professionals, or they just could not find appropriate professionals for their ideas. Therefore, these respondents decided to create objects for themselves, which were observed to be much cheaper and of a much better quality. For them, financial reasons and quality assurance were the main motivations, and their DIY activity was more functional than internal motivation or the tool of self-expression.

Based on these characteristics we named the clusters as follows:

1. Cluster: Self-expression
2. Cluster: Uniqueness-seekers
3. Cluster: Functionalists

The characteristics of clusters are further detailed by the answer package indicated by Table 4.

The respondents had to evaluate how much they agreed with the questionnaire items provided as to either “I agree with it”, “I partly agree with it”, “I fully agree with her”, or “I disagree”. From Table 4, above, the ratio of “I fully agree” and “I disagree” is illustrated in the three clusters. This question although it served as a control question to test cluster test results, but it was also very informative on its own. For 62.1% of the respondents who belong to the cluster “Self-expression”, the DIY activities are a source of joy, which energises and cheers them up, and it also gives them a sense of achievement. The survey found that for a little more than half of the members also find asylum in this activities, which makes them more relaxed in this stressful and uncertain world. When they practice these activities, they can completely “switch off” from the outside world and they can focus on the activity at hand. On the other hand, they can express themselves and their desire to communicate during these handicraft activities, which is the most common for this cluster. The possibility to express themselves is also priority in the case of the “Uniqueness-seekers” cluster; however, it is important for them, due to
their need to do something unique, to control the activity from the beginning to the end of the project, because this way they can have an experience they cannot get when buying something from shops. For the members of the “Functionalists” cluster, as shown in Table 4, the principle motivation is not necessarily to express one’s self or to be unique, but rather the financial reasons. The motivations of the first two clusters’ members appear only partly in the third cluster. Most often, they were encouraged to go DIY because professionals lacked or the desire to save money.

Table 4. How much do you agree with the statements about yourself? (n = 270).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Clusters (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Self-Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often engage in projects such as these, because I can express myself perfectly through them and these objects and projects are about me; they communicate my views</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through many of the activities I carry out I can create a higher quality lifestyle around me</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like it very much in these projects, that I control the whole process, from coming up with the idea to realising it</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For me, this is an asylum from the stressful and uncertain workdays; when I do it, only I and the activity exist for me, and I enjoy it very much, it, turns me off”</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These projects mean a source of joy for me; they energise and cheer me up, they give me a sense of achievement</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because creativity is very important for me and I can realise my ideas through it</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I only work together with friends, acquaintances or professionals, who I know and trust. Very often we realise a project in a creative atmosphere, and we enjoy it very much</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can create an unrepeatable atmosphere, milieu by the objects I make. This additional pleasant feeling cannot be bought when buying something from shops</td>
<td>Fully Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [33].

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The “DO-IT-YOURSELF” activity is getting increasingly common in Hungary; however, there are not many scientific studies that deal with this subject. Most international literature on this topic focuses on economic/cost cutting consumer motivations, but recently there are an increasing number of studies treating this activity group as a way of sophisticated self-expression. During the research the hypotheses, based on the results of international literature and empirical studies, were assessed by a questionnaire survey amongst a population, which was closely related to DIY, through their activities. The motivation patterns of the Hungarian DIY culture and the presence of international theoretical directions and empirical experience regarding to DIY were investigated by using principle component analysis, cluster analysis, and cross-table analysis.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The group of DIYers can be described along demographic variables as a homogeneous group.

The current research only partially proved this hypothesis. Although the respondents group can be considered to be homogeneous in terms of educational level and gender distribution (DIY
activities were most common amongst women with higher education), it was heterogeneous in terms of income status and occupation. A very large percentage of respondents were mothers staying at home with their children, designers, or artists closely related to creativity, but the presence of people working in administrative and less creative workplaces, like pharmacy assistants, bank employees, etc. was also similarly “strong”. Overall, the responses revealed that the nature of the work was not highly relevant to the characterization of the group. Cross-tabulation analyses have also demonstrated that, instead of demographic variables, the practice of DIY activities might be linked more to the personality and creativity; so, the group can be more homogeneously described along the common personality traits (the way the individuals live their lives and the values they deem important) than by demographic variables.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2).** Among the motivations of DIYers the economic one (saving money) is not the most dominant.

The results from questionnaire responses supported primarily inner motivation and self-expression, as well as striving for uniqueness [24–26], active self-realization [1,29–31], and the need for personalization [28,29] and not financial savings [13,14,16,17]. These results supported the results of this research hypothesis (H2).

**Hypothesis 3 (H3).** The motivations behind the activities of the DIYers can be characterised as a complex motivational set, in which the individual motivation types are difficult to distinguish, and they complement each other, being related to different fields of life (such as the material sphere, recreation and personality).

The three clusters based on motivations (Self-expression, Uniqueness-seekers, and Functionalists) have confirmed the three main trends in existing literature [21,27]. However, it should be noted that the three clusters were not very distinct from each other, and at a certain level, all three clusters can be characterised by a complex and mixed motivational set. Members of the “Functionalists” cluster [22], Brodersen [21] consider DIY activities primarily as rational and necessary choice and, in the case of the “Uniqueness-seekers” cluster, it can be observed how its members respond to the patterns of media and the society [23]; however, the members of the “Self-expression” cluster completely proved the third direction of the theoretical aspect [24–27] right, which strongly emphasises the symbolic expression of identity.

Answers that were given to close and open questions confirmed the literature findings at several points. The views of the respondents confirmed the empirical presence of the personalization and de-professionalization of Campbell [28]. Analyses by interpretative index categories confirmed the hypothesis that it is difficult to separate one motivational force from the other; in many cases, one catalysing force generates the other, thus a complex multifactorial motivational set dominates the study target group.

**Hypothesis 4 (H4).** Within the group of DIYers, those individuals will be the majority, who use the activity to express their own inner world, and it is very important for them to make a useful product by themselves, in creative ways.

From the three groups, which were identified by analysing the motivations, in two groups those individuals are dominant, which use DIY activities to express their own inner world, and for whom spending time creatively, making something alone and for themselves, and creating something useful and valuable, is very important. At the same time, for these two clusters, DIY can be interpreted as a distinct personalization and self-expression tool [24–29]. In this interpretation, the DIY activity can be interpreted as an active self-realizing work, in which the creative process is emphasized, together with its completeness and mode. The sociological criticisms that have been expressed regarding to the craft culture [1,28,30] have been proven in the research, especially the members of the of the
“Self-expression” and “Uniqueness-seekers” clusters, who seek to find their own “oasis” to escape from daily stress and uncertainty and break out from de-professionalization.

These results, because of the intactness of the research topic, were novel, and, naturally, they can be perfect starting points of further studies. With the result of this study—over the importance of DIY activities in sustainability—we suggest differentiating the DIYers, as it is not a homogenous group. From this point of view, DIY could generate various activities from self-sufficiency through economic benefits to community development. Future suggestions may include a deeper and wider analysis of the content of bloggers and their followers through the observation of the business activities of domestic and foreign bloggers targeting the group of DIYers. The research fills a gap in the Hungarian literature. The results other than those that are available in international literature may be considered in defining the direction of further research and in developing theoretical interpretations and models that are related to DIY. These types of activities can be characterized by a increasingly complex set of motivation and, as it is widespread among consumers, it is necessary to examine this type of consumer behavior to be understood. Further deeper vertical research is needed (e.g., in-depth interviews, focus group interviews) to identify the regional-specific DIY culture, the social and economic benefits, and its potentials. We find it important to concentrate on community development and communities of young generations, as DIY can act as a catalyst when it comes to an individual or a community.
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